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Abstract Technology, as an android smartphone, can be utilized in initial reading lesson. This research discussed the result of initial reading lesson through android photo editor in a smartphone. This research was initiated by numbers of unfinished learners in initial reading lesson. The aims of this research are (1) describing the steps of using photo editor as learning media; (2) discussing the students' responses toward the media; (3) analyzing students' competences in general in initial reading lesson. An individual initial reading test was employed to test their reading competency. The observation of the use of photo editor as a media was done. Students became more interested in learning through photo editor. Based on the observation result, the level of enthusiasm for the lesson was high. Students' time span in listening to the lesson was also high. In addition, students are able to re-write teachers' words as part of learning process.
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1. Introduction

This research is grounded by learning activities of initial reading lesson for students who are not able to finish initial reading. Some of the students find it very hard to identify letters even though they have learned initial reading for years. Students who have difficulty in initial reading lessons will have difficulty in other lessons. Meanwhile, media is used to create a joyful activity for them. If it is possible, teachers may use a visual media, and advance organizer in reading multimedia-based texts [1], [2]. Android photo editor is utilized as a media for this research as the other research used iPad in the classroom for foreign language learning [3]. Besides that, another research discussed learning online reading comprehension [4]–[6]. Such research has potential to develop discussion tools, real-time audio-visual chat, personal knowledge construction and annotation tools. There are also other related studies about students' use of online annotation tool in an online reading environment [7]. The other discussed students' processing information from digital media and educational materials, as they are increasingly being interrupted by competing media and their surroundings [8].

This research revealed that some unfinished students tended to lose their self-esteem, for they felt that the lesson was too challenging due to difficulty to memorize form of letters. In some cases, students were able to write their own name, yet they could not read properly. They still found it is difficult to read words. It is believed that this difficulty appeared since the form of the words were rather new for them. As an example, if a letter "a" was given, the shape was not common for them. It results trouble for them to memorize its form. Hence, those who had learnt it before may easily memorize the words' form.

To attract the audiences, visual displays are believed as the great media; they help the teacher to motivate students automatically with the content as well as teachers in teaching them, not to mention the struggling readers. For teachers, words are more difficult to recall than images. Further, images are easier to be in long-term memory as well as give students the opportunity to access their imagination and synthesize the information compared to words or concepts [9].

Furthermore, not only android photo editor was used for this research, but also the association method and “dia tampan” method were employed. This “dia tampan” method has been published in research. Starting from a
Research on students' motivation was a part of research into reading lessons [14]. This research examines the effectiveness of a volitional strategy through metacognitive development. This research used the volitional strategy through metacognitive development to increase students' motivation. Volitions act is defined as a factor of self-regulation to preserve, promote, and direct oneself to an activity to achieve the goal. Volitional control is exercised through students' activities to control their own desires and impulses during learning. There is also another study of students motivation in reading [15].

There was also a study that examined a new screening tool (Get Ready to Read or GRTR) for assessing early reading skills. This GRTR was developed for early childhood educators seeking to identify a developmentally appropriate assessment tool to screen preschool children's progress in acquiring reading-related skills [16]. Another study monitored early first-grade reading progress. It compared the validity of progress monitoring slope of nonsense word fluency (NWF) and word identification fluency (WIF) [17]. Another study aimed to get a description of family wording condition and motivation toward students' skill to initiate reading [18]. Another study was about the effects of storybook read-aloud interventions for children at risk for reading difficulties ages 3 to 8 [19].

There was a study about similarity sibling pairs from three family types (monozygotic twins, dizygotic twins, and unrelated adoptive siblings). The study included measures of letter and word identification, phonological awareness, phonological decoding, rapid automatized naming, and general cognitive ability. Shared environmental effects were moderate and significant. Shared environmental effects estimated in twins were generally similar in magnitude to adoptive sibling correlations, suggesting highly replicable estimates across different study designs. The study is about family literacy conditions and reading motivation. Similarity sibling pairs from three family types (monozygotic twins, dizygotic twins, and unrelated adoptive siblings) influenced the students' initial reading ability. The study included measures of the letter and word identification, phonological awareness, phonological decoding, rapid automatized naming, and general cognitive ability [20]. Another study was to examine the effectiveness of different types of feedback cueing strategies used with children with reading and language delays during guided reading sessions. Three feedback strategies-graphophonemic (GP), meaning based, and mixed (a combination of phonemic and meaning cues)-were used [21].

In reading lessons, teachers have chosen an online reading resources for learning reading. The literature review indicated that students from the fifth to the eighth grades did not show adequate web searching, evaluation, and integration abilities. Some studies have demonstrated that the development of integration ability might depend on web searching and evaluation abilities. This study was focused on Chinese online reading teaching and learning [22]. Another research focused on examining the online magazine-based reading workshop model towards the improvement of fourth-grade students’ reading comprehension skills. The research was about online magazine-based reading workshop model for fourth-grade students’ reading comprehension skills [23].

2. Method

Qualitative method of research and development (R&D) was employed for this research by following 4 steps (4D): Define, Design, Develop and Disseminate [24]. Define includes analyzing problems, learners assignments, concepts and objectives using field and library studies. Design includes selecting media, formatting the reading material, referencing and developing the media (Android photo editor). Develop includes developing lesson stages through expert validation for the media, materials, teachers, peer reviews, trials, giving pre-test and refurbish the product. Disseminate includes applying the media to the other schools and disseminates in a seminar or publish it to the International journal.

Reading test and observation were used to find the result for this research. The use of photo editor media and students’ interest in the lesson were observed. To be more specific, students’ motivation during the lesson was analyzed. Moreover, two main observations were prepared. First is an observation toward students’ interest in photo editor media. For this observation, students’ interest that is reflected by their act toward photo editor media is analyzed. Second is an observation toward initial reading lesson steps using photo editor. Those steps are reported after learning reflection. The reflection is in form of the test which is analyzed by using a qualitative method i.e. determine general student completeness. Nine students from different schools joined the initial reading program. Four college students were involved as volunteers. Those students took different learning time.

This research was held from March to November 2018. As it is stated in the method, this research used Thiagarajan 4D procedure. It worked with 10 sample students from
Bandung, 22 students from Sumedang and 11 initial reading teacher volunteers (students of elementary school teachers program). It also employed peer reviewers to validate the media and learning material. Meanwhile, the android photo editor media may involve 32 students who have not been given any lesson about the material.

To start the research, the volunteers were given three weeks of training related to the media, and only qualified volunteers were chosen. They were supplied with the programme specifications; teaching material, dia tampan reading method, association method, and the usage of android photo editor for the initial reading lesson.

3. Result and Discussion

One of the research’s aim is the steps of using Android photo editor as a media. Since this application is installed default to every android smartphone, so practitioners/teachers do not need to install the application to the phone. Further, teachers combine photo editor method with Initial Reading lesson technique by using the association method and “dia tampan” method.

3.1. Defining Learning Objectives

This research was developed through the application of a photo editor associated with the “dia tampan” method for initial reading during the class sessions. A black photo background is used to replace a blackboard to learn words. This method had been applied in the classroom as a pilot study. This finding is enriched by initial reading theories and media. Meanwhile, this research aimed to define one learning procedure for the initial reading lesson through a photo editor in Android. Besides, it helps primary teachers to solve initial reading lesson issues.

A survey revealed that many students find it difficult to finish their initial reading process. This survey is served as a result of interviewing five primary teachers and headmasters in some schools about their students’ ability of initial reading. This interview aimed to allow the application of media for students who have difficulty in the initial reading. Teachers, generally, feel excited for the volunteers to solve the issues in their classroom. They also appreciate the use of photo editor media in the initial reading. This media can also be used to solve those students’ issues.

Furthermore, class observation has also been done. This observation was given to unfinished students in the initial reading. This observation aimed to create a bond between the tutors and students, so tutors can help students to solve their initial reading problems. This research employed 32 participants. The participants were chosen based on the requirement. To apply the method, lesson plans are used to help the research works.

3.1.1. Android Photo Editor Media Usage

In Initial Reading and writing lesson, photo editor media is utilized, so the lesson does not conventionally use board, book, or notebook only. It is completed by more advance media that attract more students to learn. Meanwhile, the steps on how to use Android photo editor program are as follow.

1. Click the android photo icon to open the camera

![Figure 1. Open The Camera](image1.png)

2. Create a black blank photo by blocking the camera (use your hand), then open the unedited captured picture

![Figure 2. Create a Black Blank Photo](image2.png)

3. Click the pencil icon to edit the photo

![Figure 3. Edit The Photo](image3.png)
4. Click doodle icon to choose the colour and to start writing

![Click Doodle Icon](image)

Figure 4. Click Doodle Icon

5. Start writing by using your finger on the previous black captured image

![Start Writing](image)

Figure 5. Start Writing

The picture below shows an example of how the method was applied (Figure 6).

![Teacher Shows Media](image)

Figure 6. Teacher Shows the Media

The association method is used to help students to recognize the letters. As an example, a letter ‘d’ is associated with leaves or paddles, ‘n’ is for magnet or door, ‘t’ is for door locks, ‘p’ is for hammers, axes or knives, and ‘m’ is for doves or tables. With this association method, it is hoped that students can easily recognize the letters. The use of photo editor as a media tends to ease the reading lesson for students. This media can also be an alternative to paper reading sources. Moreover, it can be used also as part of a writing lesson. So, students can write in a photo editor and can read teachers’ writing from the media. In recent years some teacher use technologies in teaching and learning from computer-assisted learning into mobile-assisted learning.

3.1.2. “Dia Tampan” Association Method

“dia tampan” Association Method is a blended method from “dia tampan” and association learning method. In the association method, teachers associate the letters given to students with something familiar to them. For instance, the letter ‘a’ can be associated with apple, ‘b’ for bottle, bear or boy, and so on [27]. By associating letters with objects, students are expected to remember the shape of the letters more easily. This association method is used to introduce letters easier for students. Students who find it difficult to learn Initial Reading lesson are taught by ‘dia tampan’ association method along with android photo editor as the media. This association method must be applied by using the familiar thing students acknowledge, while ‘dia tampan’ is applied in Initial Reading lesson by using a similar consonant letter in a string of words[12].

In some cases, students who cannot complete the Initial Reading lesson are still advanced to the next level. As a result, more and more students of grade 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6 are not able to read properly. In some cases, even students from grade 6 still cannot fulfil Initial Reading lesson. Those students are subject to our participants for this research. Some hypotheses are appeared due to these issues. However, the difficulty factors are not discussed in this research. One of the hypotheses is that the cause of unfinished Initial Reading is that it is too late to introduce letters and pencils. As the result, they cannot recognize the letter as for ‘a’, ‘i’, ‘u’, ‘e’, ‘o’, and it is difficult for them to memorize the letters.

3.1.3. Initial Reading Tasks

The ‘dia tampan’ method uses letters ‘d’, ‘n’, ‘t’, ‘p’, ‘m’ to repeat the keywords like ada ‘there is’, ini ‘this is’, itu ‘that is’, apa ‘what ...’, mana ‘where ...’. To find out students’ ability in Initial Reading, students are given an oral test. They are asked to read the task one by one to show their competence. The task given is step by step as part of ‘dia tampan’ method of learning. The task is seen as the following pictures.
Letter d
ada dada ada dadi ada adi
ada didi ada dadi ada adu
ada dudu ada dadi ada dia
ada dede ada dedi ada edi
ada dodo ada dadi ada ida

English translation
there is a chest there is dadi there is adi
there is didi there is dice there is a competition
there is dudu there is dadi there he/she is
there is dede there is dedi there is edi
there is dodo there is dodi there is ida

*) a person's name

Letter m
mana mana mana mami mana ami
mana mimi mana mima mana ima
mana mumi mana mimi mana umi
mana meme mana memi mana emi
mana momo mana momi mana mio

English translation
where is mana where is mami where is ami
where is mimi where is mima where is ima
where is mumi where is mimi where is umi
where is meme where is memi where is emi
where is momo where is momi where is mio

*) a person's name

Letter p
apa ini papa apa itu papi apa ada api
apa ini pipi apa itu pipa apa ada ipa
apa ini pupu apa itu pupi apa ada upi
apa ini pepe apa itu pepi apa ada epi
apa ini popo apa itu popi apa ada opi

English translation
is this papa is this papi is this fire
is this cheek is this a pipe is this apa
is this pupu is this pipi is this upi
is this pepe is this pepi is this epi
is this popo is this popi is this opi

*) a person’s name

Letter c
ada caca ada caci ada aci
ini cici ini cica ini ica
itu cu cu itu cu cu itu cu
apa ini cece apa ini ceci apa ini eci
mana coco mana oci mana oca

English translation
there is caca there is curse there is acic
this is cici this is cica this is icai
that is grandson that is washing that is uci
is this cece is this ceci is this ecic
where is coco where is oci where is oca

*) a person’s name
The lesson continued until the sixteen phase of initial reading program. The 7th lesson will be letter j.
(1) d, (2) n, (3) t, (4) p, (5) m
(6) c, (7) j, (8) g, (9) y, (10) w
(11) b, (12) h, (13) k, (14) l
(15) s, (16) r
**f, v, q, x, z (These group of letters was not taught directly)

This test aims to measure students’ competence in vocal and 16 consonant letters. Letters ‘f’, ‘v’, ‘q’, ‘x’, ‘z’ are not given directly during Initial Reading lesson. Those letters are derived from foreign phonemes, so they might find it difficult to be given at the beginning period. Further, those letters are given as the last material. The example of this foreign phonemes applies to Indonesian words film, foto ‘photo’, fungsi ‘function’, visi ‘vision’, visual, Quran, zakat, ziarah ‘pilgrimage’. Some of Indonesian native speakers had difficulties in spelling Arabian phonemes [28].

Students’ competence is assessed by steps. If some students cannot complete the steps, teachers may give the incomplete steps at the end of the lesson. When students still find the steps difficult, teachers may help them and may deduct their scores. In some cases, students remain silent, it indicates that those students still cannot read and recognize the letters. Another case happens when students cannot fluently read the word, it may indicate that students are not hesitant with their memory of letters, syllables and words. Teachers help students by asking them mimicking the tasks read by the teachers. In addition, students are considered unfinished or have fewer scores if they cannot fluently read one or more steps.

3.2. Designing the Learning Process

Lesson plans for this research were written based on the initial reading objective. The lesson plans employ android photo editor media. The photo editor used is default editor in Samsung Galaxy A20, Galaxy J7 Core and other android phones incidentally. The phone wide screens which around 5 to 6 inches help students to write letters, syllables or words in the initial reading. Meanwhile, for the contents, ‘dia tampan’ association method is used. By combining phone as media and the method as contents, students found it interesting to learn initial reading. In fact, students of this age like to play with advanced devices.

Furthermore, some learning objectives are developed. The first indicator is the students’ interest in the initial reading lesson. It is found that some students are inconvenient with the initial reading lesson. It is difficult for them to remember the letters: one of the reasons they avoid the lesson. By using the devices, it is hoped that students are more interested to learn the initial reading. It helps students to remember the letters, syllables and words. The second indicator is the flexibility and practicality of media. The last indicator is the media effectiveness in minor content in this research. The last indicator is rather important, but it did not measure quantitatively.

3.4. Developing Learning Process

The product of this research is a procedure to use Android photo editor as media in the initial reading lesson. The product, then, is validated to experts. The validation is done for the use of the combination of the photo editor and ‘dia tampan’ method in the initial reading. The validation is done by interviewing four linguists, four primary teachers and developers. Based on the validation resulting from four linguists, it is shown that this teaching aid is somehow applicable. It is stated that the practicality of the usage, the efficient cost in learning and the enjoyability of media create effective learning. Although the result is quite good, some further findings are still developed. Moreover, the same suggestions are stated in the interview result of four lecturers and teachers.

This teaching media has been tested. Limited testing has been done to five students who find the initial reading lesson difficult. Further, it was also applied to 35 students in sequential time. The qualitative data related to validation, procedure, efficiency and effectiveness of this media are discussed further in this article.

Currently, the major revision of the product is not required. Usually, this media is used when students boredom level during learning is increasing or when students find remembering letter difficult. During interviewing, teachers and students also find no urgency to revise the product. While discussion with lecturers, experts, teachers and varsity students are not about revising media but applying the media.

3.4.1. Students’ Competence Description

In the initial reading task, teachers teach students personally and ask them to read aloud. It is a better idea to make sure the students feel unnoticed being tested, so they may feel more comfortable to perform. From the 16 steps of the initial reading lesson, teachers have to analyze students’ competence in every step. The comfortability of students in performing the task is the most important job for the teachers. When teachers find some students cannot recognize the letters, they ask those students to write the letter in photo editor as well as the teachers then, ask the students to read it.

In some of the initial reading tests, the teacher approaches the student to give a initial reading test. Some students do not recognize letters, for example vowels a, i, u, e, o. The teacher asks students to write the vowels in the photo editor media. The teacher also writes examples of vowels in the photo editor media and asks students to read the teacher’s writing. If students remain silent in several seconds, teachers help them by pronouncing the letter and ask them to mimic the sound. Mimicking the letter is one important technique in Initial Reading Lesson although this technique is not part of scoring. The most common mistake
the teachers did is letting students repeating their mistakes. As a consequence, students feel frustrated to read. It is against the teachers’ role to create positive learning atmosphere. This circumstance may possibly happen because of unease students-teachers relation. Teachers assume negatively to the incapability of students to read, and students feel that the lesson is too difficult and teachers cannot help them to read.

With the proper teaching technique, students reading ability can be developed properly. The existing media also helps them to understand letters, syllables, words and sentences. For some extents, ‘dia tampan’ association method considers easier and more applicable for both students and teachers. For dyslectic students, teachers help them by associating the letters to the things surrounding. Like ‘c’ may be associated with “cincin” (ring) or “cacing” (worm), ‘g’ for ‘gajah’ (elephant), and so on. It helps them to recognize letters, to read syllables and words.

Initiate reading and writing lesson using photo editor as the media is considered effective. It is proven by the students’ competence development. In the beginning, students were not fluent enough to read due to their memory. In its process, they show positive improvement of their fluency. One of the reasons is teachers consider ‘dia tampan’ method easy, thus, they can support students to learn comfortably.

3.4.2. Media Effect

Students are encouraged to use the media (photo editor) to learn when teachers introduce it to students. They are eager to try to write and join the activity without forcing. For instance, when teachers asked students to write some letters, students willed to write them on the phone, as well as when they are asked to read them. Teachers may vary the activities by asking students to guess the letters. In some cases, if students remain silent, it indicates they fail to memorize the letter. In this part, teachers put their responsibility to help by making an association. For further practice, teachers may dictate the words or syllables to students, and students write them on the phone. The steps must be gradually decreased. They are asked to write words first (‘dada’ as an example). If they are not able to write it, help them by syllables, if not by letters. Most authors believed that the use of computer/ICT is not appropriate for young children’s cognitive, physical, social and emotional development [29]. Nevertheless, that statement does not have decent proof of support. Computer/ICT can be useful media to support young children’s learning and development when used appropriately [30]. In addition, developing learning media is considered substantial for universities [31].

The activity of writing on photo editor tends to attract more than writing on the book or board. Students feel less-tired writing on the media compared to writing on the book using pencil or on board using a marker. Another drawback of writing on the board is privacy. Students feel more anxious to walk and write on the board since everyone is watching. This type of anxiety may block students to develop their competence. Therefore, teachers need to help them to give comfort to students while learning. The effectiveness of Android applications (apk) have been researched. Android media influenced greatly to deliver chemistry material to high school students [32]. There was also a study investigated the smartphone feature and application to Reading Learning Strategies (RLS) [33]. Furthermore, in 21st century learning, Digital Game-Based Learning (DGBL) may be utilized and developed [34].

Students’ interest in the lesson is seen explicitly. Because of that, teachers need to maintain these students’ interest and enthusiasm until they are able to finish Initial Reading Lesson. This interest was observed from the students’ activities during Initial Reading Lesson. As proofs, none of students refused to write when the teachers asked them. However, in some cases, some students need clue or guidance from the teachers when they found it difficult or could not memorize the letter. In addition, students’ interest could also be seen from their curiosity to what teachers were doing. It seemed that they wanted to try and join the activities. In this part, teachers have to show their attention and reward to students’ motivation. Teachers also need to join the students’ activities as long as it is relevant to the lesson.

Another possible activity to apply is by connecting the phone used to the projector, so students’ writing result can be seen by all their friends. Nevertheless, this activity has an advantage and drawback. Advanced students may feel bored because they have already read it several times. Besides, their friends may not appreciate the writing because of wrong spelling or bad writing.

3.4.3. Cloud Image Result from Interviewing Teachers and Media Experts

The interview was done to 11 teachers and 5 learning media experts to find out their responses toward the Android photo editor as learning media. The result was collected, classified, translated and analyzed by using Word Cloud from Orange Data Mining version 3.24.1.

Teachers were asked to write their comment toward the Android photo editor as learning media. The total analysed words are 111 and the result is as follows (Figure 8).

The word “media” appears 17 times (15.32%). The word “learning” appears 16 times (14.41%). The word “technology” appears 9 times (8.11%). The word “gadget, useful, student” appears 7 times each (6.31%). The word “good, interesting, use” appears 6 times each (5.41%). The word “initial, reading” appears 5 times each (4.50%). The word “read, video” appears 4 times each (3.60%). The word “easy” appears 3 times (2.70%). While the words “find, schools, accompany, parents, home, must, using, easily, one teacher, still, applied, process, inspiring”
appears twice each (1.80%), and the rests appear once each (0.90%).

Students who are able to read fluently tend to have more time span to read and vice versa. The most effective time to learn is about 1.5 hours a day. It is better to finish the Initial Reading Lesson gradually, step by step. By remembering a new letter every day without forgetting the previous letters using ‘dia tampan’ Initial Reading Lesson, 16 times of lesson are possible to finish it with guidance.

4. Conclusions

In sum, there are three things in Initial Reading Lesson in this research: (1) steps to use photo editor as a media; (2) students’ response toward the media; (3) students’ competence in Initial Reading Lesson. First, in the steps in using photo editor as a media, teachers capture a completely black picture as a board on the phone. By using doodle, students and teachers are asked to do various acts of reading and writing. Second, students’ enthusiasm to use photo editor as media. This media can be manipulated by both teachers and students directly. As a result, students show their interest to join the lesson and try the media. They will also do some tasks given by the teachers joyfully. Without using pencil and paper, students write a lot unnoticed with unlimited board. Finally, students’ competence in Initial Reading Lesson is as follow. Association media helps students to remember letters, syllables and sentences. Further, students’ memory can be tested by writing the letters, syllables and sentences on the photo editor. Combined with ‘dia tampan’ methods, students’ anxiety can be seen clearly. This method also helps students to develop their competence to finish Initial Reading Lesson.
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